Apple Pie Cookies

From Laura S
 Ingredients:
 Frozen pie crusts – two crusts (most come two to a package – I used Pillsbury)
 1 can Apple Pie Filling (I used Comstock)
 Caramel Ice Cream Topping (I used Smuckers in the the brown plastic bottle – any will do)
 1 egg
 ¼ C white sugar
 2 tsp cinnamon
 Large crystal sugar (such as Sugar in the Raw, Turbinado sugar) – optional, for sprinkling on cookies
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Let your frozen pie crusts defrost in the fridge overnight
Line 2 baking sheets with parchment paper (trust me, these are sticky cookies and you’ll want the parchment paper)
Pre-heat oven to 350°F
Open the can of apple pie filling and using a long knife, chop the apple chunks into smaller pieces
Mix the sugar and cinnamon together in a small bowl
On a lightly floured surface, roll out the first pie crust lightly. You don’t need to make it really bigger, just nice and flat
Spread a thin layer of caramel sauce to almost the edges of the pie crust
Spoon and spread the chopped apple pie filling on top of the caramel topping – again almost to the edges. You will need
not quite all of the filling (I had about ½ - ¾ C leftover)
On a lightly floured surface, roll out the second pie crust as you did the first – just nice and flat
Cut the second pie crust into thin (~ ½” to ¾”) strips. I used a clear ruler and a wavy cutter – you could also just use a
knife or pizza cutter. Cut strips across the entire crust
Lay your strips across the caramel/apple topped first crust. You don’t have to actually do the weaving of a lattice, but
alternate laying some vertically, then some horizontally, then vertical… so that you get some interweaving of the strips
Beat the 1 egg with 1Tbs water to make an egg wash. Using a pastry brush, brush the lattice crust with the egg wash
Sprinkle the entire surface with the cinnamon/sugar mixture – sprinkle as heavily/lightly as you’d like
Using a round cookie cutter, stamp out cookies from the lattice topped layers. I got 12 cookies out of one set up. Use a
spatula (or sometimes the cookie might actually travel in the cutter) to move the cookies to your parchment lined baking
pan. No need to crimp the edges
Optional: Sprinkle a small amount of the large crystal sugar on the cookies for extra crunch
Bake your cookies for ~ 12-15 minutes. Check them at the shortest baking time – when done, they will be bubbly and
the crust will be golden (check the underneath for doneness also). Baking time may vary based on your oven – check
early and leave in longer if needed
Don’t forget to bake the leftovers from between the stamped out cookies – these are treats for the cook! 
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Here is a step by step visual of the recipe:

1: The major ingredients - also need an egg, cinnamon,
sugar (and optional turbinado sugar)

2: The first pie crust – rolled out, spread with caramel
sauce, then spread with apple pie filling

3: The second crust being sliced into lattice strips

4: The lattice strips placed on top – no need to actually
weave them into a lattice, just alternate
horizontal/vertical placement and they’ll interweave
enough. At this point, do the egg wash on the lattice
crust and then sprinkle with cinnamon/sugar
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5: Stamping out the cookies and transferring to
baking sheet. You may need to use a spatula to
transfer them. If you’re using the turbinado
sugar, sprinkle it onto the cookies on the baking
sheet

6: Baking. See what I mean about bubbly? Parchment is your friend
here – it’s easy to spatula the baked hot/sticky cookies off to cool on
a rack

7: The finished cookies – YUM!

8: Bake up the leftovers too – they have all the goodness of the
round cookies!
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